A session on **News Writing** was organised on 13.03.2020. The Resource Person of the Programme was Mr.K Ezhilarasan, Chief Reporter, The New Indian Express. He addressed the final year UG and PG students. He briefed on the various opportunities that are open to the student community in the field of Journalism. He also enumerated on the branches of journalism, the step by step process involved in News Printing, the various beat reporting, and the hierarchal, positional work of the journalists. He made the session more effective and interesting by sharing his personal experiences to inspire the students. The session was an interactive one. The feedback shared by the students was a testimony to the success of the programme.

The Alumni Meet for the year was arranged 07.03 2020. The passed-out students turned out with jubilation. Their academic queries were taken in good sense and proper responses were given by the staff. The mutual feedback of the students and the staff serve to be very vital for both. The Students are thankful for the remedial measures that they took from the Principal, Head 0f the Department, and the Staff.